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Electrician's Notes 
and Connection 

Diagram 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

The manufacturer recommends that the electrical 
connection be performed by a qualified electrician. 
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Warnings and precautions 

 
Recovery probe 

 
 
 
 
Only one probe per stage is used per regulator. The probe is assigned to the INTAKE 
ventilator of the recuperator.  
 
The INTAKE fan will be activated based on this probe when the Avi35 is in recovery mode.  
 
If more than one recuperator is connected in series to the regulator, the manufacturer 
recommends to place the probe on the Avi35 recuperator which will be used during the 
departure of a flock, or the one which will work in the first place.  
 
The manufacturer recommends installing the probe at one end of the INTAKE fan leg support. 
The probe should be secured at a minimum distance of 8 cm from the motor. 
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Warnings and precautions 
 
 

DPDT relay used for defrost cycles in  
Single-Zone  Genius and Maximus 

 
 
 
 
 
The controller switch corresponding to the relay energizing the DPDT contactors (not included) 
is automatically deactivated to prevent human error. Automatic deactivation of the switch 
prevents undesired fan rotation inversions caused by the user. 
 
DPDT contactors are energized only automatically by the controller. 
 
Automatic Reversal of INTAKE Fan Rotation will not occur if the variable board switch 
associated with the INTAKE fans is not set to automatic position. 
 
The manufacturer recommends to check the reversal of rotation functions of the INTAKE fan at 
the first start of the Avi35. 
 
 
 
INTERLOCK double relays used for defrost cycles in  

Multi-Zone  Genius  
 

The GENIUS controller will used two relays to energize the corresponding interlock double 
relay contactors (not included) that activates the defrost cycles. Therefore, the first relay will 
activate the fan clockwise, whereas the second relay will activate the fan counterclock wise. 

 
The manufacturer recommends to check the reversal of rotation functions of the INTAKE fan at 
the first start of the Avi35. 
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Warnings and precautions 
 
 

Automated rinsing system 

 
 

 
The manufacturer recommends the use of a centrifugal booster pump (not included)  providing 
a minimum of 10 gpm at 50 psi to provide sufficient water to the flushing system.  
 
All regulators in the same building use the same centrifugal booster pump.   
 
Each solenoid valve 240V must be connected to a single ON / OFF relay of the regulator. Each 
valve has its own circuit. 

 

 
 
 
 

 

MULTIFAN MOTOR SPECIFICATION 
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Warnings and precautions 
 

INTAKE AND  EXHAUST VENTILATORS 
 
The manufacturer recommends consulting the regulator installation guide for connection to the 
variable board and the ON / OFF relays. 
 
The manufacturer recommends a maximum of six Avi35 pickups by Gev2 accessory card 
amplifier for Genius Itouch. 
 
The manufacturer recommends a maximum of three Avi 35 per variable relay card  from a  
Genius Itouch controller. 
 
The manufacturer recommends a maximum of five Avi35 per variable relay card from a 
MAXIMUS controller. 
 
EXHAUST VENTILATORS must be connected in series to a variable relay of the regulator. 
Drill the plastic on the side of the shutter to pass the wire. Drill diagonally to reach the plastic 
piece that supports the EXHAUST VENTILATOR. Keep enough space to allow the louves to 
open without touching the electrical wire. See diagram. 
 
The INTAKE VENTILATORS must be connected in series to another variable relay of the 
regulator. Drill the upper right corner of the inlet fan housing to pass the wire and probe wire. 
 
The manufacturer recommends using the same common L2 for the 230V solenoid valve of the 
wash system, as well as the relay contactors and the AVi35 INTAKE and EXHAUST 
VENTILATORS. 
 
The manufacturer recommends installing a bipolar mechanical switch to each fan. 
 
The manufacturer recommends a 3-wire cable to connect the EXHAUST VENTILATOR motor 
to the bipolar mechanical switch associated with the EXHAUST VENTILATOR. 
 
The manufacturer recommends a 6-wire cable to connect the INTAKE VENTILATOR motor to 
the DPDT relay or the INTERLOCK relays and the bipolar mechanical switch associated with 
the INTAKE VENTILATOR. 
 
The manufacturer recommends a 3-wire cable to connect the solenoid valve.  
 
The gauge of the wires must respect the electrical code in force in your area. 
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INSTALLATION AND ELECTRICLAL DIAGRAM 
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INSTALLATION AND ELECTRICLAL DIAGRAM 
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GENIUS SINGLE-ZONE  
AVI35 CONNECTION DIAGRAM & MAXIMUS 
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GENIUS MULTI-ZONE  
AVI35 CONNECTION DIAGRAM  

With a pair of 3 poles interlock contactors and 1 NC 
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GENIUS MULTI-ZONE  
AVI35 CONNECTION DIAGRAM  
With 4 pole interlock contactors 
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 EXHAUST FAN CONNECTION DIAGRAM 
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INTAKE FAN CONNECTION DIAGRAM 
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Installation Guide 
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Warnings and precautions 
 
 
 

The manufacturer recommends installing the recuperators in the wall of the building. Ideally, 
the Avi35 should not be installed directly above each other to prevent ice build-up above the 
unit on the lower floor. Also, plan for a large accumulation of ground ice at the exit of the 
recuperator during winter.  
  
The manufacturer also recommends that a distance of at least 7 meters be maintained 
between the Avi35 recuperator and another standard building exhaust fan. The aim is to 
prevent a return of stale and dusty air from other standard exhaust fans in the Avi35 fresh air 
INTAKEs. 
 
Do not drill holes in the bottom of the Avi35. See installation diagram 1 
 
Secure the unit to the wall by aiming through the pre-drilled holes in the facade. Screw both 
sides of the unit into the wall frame. See installation diagram 3. 
 
Refer to diagram 4 regarding the drain plugs on Multifan fan motors 
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Installation diagram 1 
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Installation Diagram 4 
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Guide d’utilisation 
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 RECUPERATOR 
 
MODE 
This parameter determines the recuperator mode. The mode affects outputs associated to the 
recuperator system. In Recovery mode, the variable ventilation stages assigned to exhaust 
and INTAKE ventilators will follow the recuperator demands and valves and pumps will be 
allowed to activate according to their schedule. In Evacuation mode, the variable ventilation 
stages assigned to exhaust and INTAKE ventilators will, while valves and pumps will not be 
allowed to activate.  
 
RECUPERATOR SETPOINT  
This parameter is used to set the recuperator set point. All recuperator-relative values will 
follow this parameter when its value is changed.  
 
TEMPERATURE 
This parameter displays the temperature read by the RECUPERATOR PROBE. The INTAKE 
ventilator will follow this temperature.  
 
MINIMUM TEMPERATURE 
This parameter displays the minimum temperature read by the RECUPERATOR PROBE for 
the day.  
 
MAXIMUM TEMPERATURE 
This parameter displays the maximum temperature read by the RECUPERATOR PROBE for 
the day.  
 
INTAKE VENTILATOR REQUESTED STATE 
This parameter displays the requested speed of the INTAKE ventilator.  
 
EXHAUST VENTILATOR REQUESTED STATE 
This parameter displays the requested speed of the exhaust ventilator.  
 
PUMP REQUESTED STATE 
This parameter displays the requested state of the pump.  
 
VALVE # REQUESTED STATE 
This parameter displays the requested state of the respective valve.  
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RECOVERY SETTINGS – INTAKE VENTILATOR 
 
MODE 
 
This parameter displays the current recuperator mode being used.  
 
INTAKE VENTILATOR REQUESTED STATE 
This parameter displays the requested speed of the INTAKE ventilator.  
 
INTAKE VENTILATOR START TEMPERATURE 
This parameter is used to set the temperature at which the INTAKE ventilator will be activated 
continuously to INTAKE VENTILATOR MINIMUM SPEED. A fixed Differential of 0.3° is used 
with this logic. As the temperature of the probe selected in selected in RECUPERATOR 
PROBE increases, the speed will increase until INTAKE VENTILATOR END TEMPERATURE 
is reached. The INTAKE ventilator’s behaviour may change, depending on the mode chosen at 
INTAKE VENTILATOR MODE. This parameter may be adjusted in 0.1° increments from 
RECUPERATOR SETPOINT - 10.0° to RECUPERATOR SETPOINT + 40.0° 
 
INTAKE VENTILATOR END TEMPERATURE 
This parameter is used to set the temperature at which the INTAKE ventilator will be activated 
at INTAKE VENTILATOR MAXIMUM SPEED. The INTAKE ventilator’s behaviour may change, 
depending on the chosen mode on the mode chosen at INTAKE VENTILATOR MODE. These 
parameters adjusted in 0.1° increments from INTAKE VENTILATOR START TEMPERATURE 
+ 0.5° to INTAKE VENTILATOR START TEMPERATURE + 40.0°. 
 
ANTI-FREEZE SETPOINT 
This parameter is used to set the drop temperature at which the INTAKE ventilator will 
deactivate in variable speed mode. The INTAKE ventilator will no longer be allowed to operate 
according to its timers when the temperature of the RECUPERATOR PROBE is equal to or 
below this set point.  
 
INTAKE VENTILATOR INSIDE TEMPERATURE STOP 
This parameter is used to set the average temperature at which the INTAKE ventilator will 
deactivate in variable speed mode. The INTAKE ventilator will no longer be allowed to operate 
when the AVERAGE TEMPERATURE is equal to or below this set point. 
INTAKE VENTILATOR MINIMUM SPEED  
 
This parameter is used to adjust the minimum speed of the INTAKE ventilator. In variable 
speed mode, this speed is used on speed mode timer or when RECUPERATOR PROBE is 
equal to INTAKE VENTILATOR START TEMPERATURE. The OUTSIDE TEMPERATURE 
and humidity may affect INTAKE ventilator’s speed. In variable timer mode, this speed will be 
used when the OUTSIDE TEMPERATURE reaches OUTSIDE SET POINT VARIABLE TIMER 
MODE MINIMUM SPEED. 
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 RECOVERY SETTINGS – INTAKE VENTILATOR (CONTINUED…) 
 
INTAKE VENTILATOR MAXIMUM SPEED 
This parameter is used to adjust the maximum speed of the INTAKE ventilator. In variable 
speed mode, this speed will be reached when the average temperature of the probes selected 
in RECUPERATOR PROBE reaches the corresponding INTAKE VENTILATOR END 
TEMPERATURE. In variable timer mode, this speed will be used when the OUTSIDE 
TEMPERATURE reaches OUTSIDE SET POINT VARIABLE TIMER MODE MINIMUM 
SPEED. This parameter is adjusted in 1% increments from 12% to 100%. 
 
INTAKE VENTILATOR DEHUMIDIFCATION SETPOINT 
This parameter is used to set the humidity set point at which the INTAKE ventilator 
dehumidification logic will be activated. When the actual humidity reaches this value, the 
INTAKE ventilator’s speed will gradually be increased as humidity rises. There is a fixed 
Differential of 3RH% on this logic. Dehumidification will not force the INTAKE ventilator to 
activate if it does not have a temperature demand.  
 
INTAKE VENTILATOR ADD SPEED DEHUMIDIFCATION 
This parameter is used to adjust the speed increase that will be applied on the INTAKE 
ventilator for the dehumidification. When the actual humidity reaches INTAKE VENTILATOR 
DEHUMIDIFCATION SETPOINT + INTAKE VENTILATOR DEHUMIDIFICATION 
MODULATION BAND, INTAKE ventilator’s speed will be increased by this value.  
 
INTAKE VENTILATOR DEHUMIDIFICATION MODULATION BAND 
This parameter is used to adjust the range of humidity throughout which the speed increase for 
dehumidification will go from 0% to INTAKE VENTILATOR ADD SPEED DEHUMIDIFCATION. 
When humidity reaches INTAKE VENTILATOR DEHUMIDIFCATION SETPOINT, speed 
increase for dehumidification will be 0%. As humidity rises, speed increase will modulate to 
reach INTAKE VENTILATOR ADD SPEED DEHUMIDIFCATION at INTAKE VENTILATOR 
DEHUMIDIFCATION SETPOINT + INTAKE VENTILATOR DEHUMIDIFICATION 
MODULATION BAND. 
 
RECUPERATOR TIMER SETPOINT 
This parameter is used to set the temperature at which the INTAKE ventilator will use its speed 
mode timer. In variable speed mode, the INTAKE ventilator will use the speed mode timer 
when the RECUPERATOR PROBE temperature is equal to or greater than this set point, but 
lower than INTAKE VENTILATOR START TEMPERATURE.  
 
RECUPERATOR TIMER ON TIME 
This parameter is used to set the ON time of the speed mode timer. In variable speed mode, 
when the speed mode timer is used, the INTAKE ventilator will activate for this amount of time, 
then deactivate for SPEED MODE TIMER OFF TIME.  
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RECUPERATOR TIMER OFF TIME 
This parameter is used to set the ON time of the speed mode timer. In variable speed mode, 
when the speed mode timer is used, the INTAKE ventilator will activate for SPEED MODE 
TIMER ON TIME, then deactivate for this amount of time. 
 
RECOVERY SETTINGS– INTAKE VENTILATOR (CONTINUED…) 
OUTSIDE SETPOINT TIMER MODE  
This parameter is used to adjust the outside temperature at which INTAKE ventilator mode will 
be the timer mode if INTAKE VENTILATOR MODE is set to Variable Timer/Spd. When 
Outside Temperature is equal or under this set point, INTAKE ventilator will change to 
variable timer mode.  This parameter is adjusted in 0.1° increments from  
-40.0°C to 40.0°C (-40.0°F to 120.0°F). 
 
OUTSIDE SETPOINT SPEED MODE  
This parameter is used to adjust the outside temperature at which INTAKE ventilator mode will 
be the variable speed mode if OPERATING MODE is set to Min/Spd Variable. When Outside 
Temperature is equal or above this set point, INTAKE ventilator will change to speed variable 
mode.  This parameter is adjusted in 0.1° increments from -40.0°C to 40.0°C (-40.0°F to 
120.0°F). 
 
OUTSIDE SETPOINT VARIABLE TIMER MODE MINIMUM SPEED 
This parameter is used to adjust the outside temperature at which INTAKE ventilator speed will 
equal to INTAKE VENTILATOR VARIABLE TIMER MODE MINIMUM SPEED in variable timer 
mode.  When OUTSIDE TEMPERATURE is equal or under this set point and the INTAKE 
ventilator is in variable timer mode, it will activate at INTAKE VENTILATOR VARIABLE TIMER 
MODE MINIMUM SPEED on active time of its timer. Between this temperature and INTAKE 
VENTILATOR OUTSIDE SETPOINT VARIABLE TIMER MODE MAXIMUM SPEED, speed will 
modulate between INTAKE VENTILATOR VARIABLE TIMER MODE MINIMUM SPEED and 
INTAKE VENTILATOR VARIABLE TIMER MODE MAXIMUM SPEED. This parameter is 
adjusted in 0.1° increments from -40.0°C to 40.0°C (-40.0°F to 120.0°F). 
 
OUTSIDE SETPOINT VARIABLE TIMER MODE MAXIMUM SPEED 
This parameter is used to adjust outside temperature at which INTAKE ventilator speed will 
equal to INTAKE VENTILATOR VARIABLE TIMER MODE MAXIMUM SPEED in variable timer 
mode.  When the OUTSIDE TEMPERATURE is equal or above this set point and the INTAKE 
ventilator is in variable timer mode, it will activate at its VARIABLE TIMER MODE MAXIMUM 
SPEED on the active time of its timer. Between INTAKE VENTILATOR OUTSIDE SETPOINT 
VARIABLE TIMER MODE MINIMUM SPEED and this temperature, speed will modulate 
between INTAKE VENTILATOR VARIABLE TIMER MODE MINIMUM SPEED and INTAKE 
VENTILATOR VARIABLE TIMER MODE MAXIMUM SPEED. This parameter is adjusted in 
0.1° increments from -40.0°C to 40.0°C (-40.0°F to 120.0°F. 
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VARIABLE TIMER MODE MINIMUM SPEED 
This parameter is used to adjust the INTAKE ventilator speed when OUTSIDE 
TEMPERATURE is equal or under INTAKE VENTILATOR OUTSIDE SETPOINT VARIABLE 
TIMER MODE MINIMUM SPEED in variable timer mode.  This parameter is adjusted in 1% 
increments from 12% to 100%. 
 
RECOVERY SETTINGS – INTAKE VENTILATOR (CONTINUED…) 
 
VARIABLE TIMER MODE MAXIMUM SPEED 
This parameter is used to adjust the INTAKE ventilator speed when Outside Temperature is 
equal or under INTAKE VENTILATOR OUTSIDE SETPOINT VARIABLE TIMER MODE 
MAXIMUM SPEED in variable timer mode.  This parameter is adjusted in 1% increments from 
12% to 100%. 
VARIABLE TIMER MODE MINIMUM ON TIME (Curve available) 
This parameter is used to adjust the amount of activation time of the INTAKE ventilator timer 
when temperature probes selected in RECUPERATOR PROBE reaches INTAKE 
VENTILATOR START TEMPERATURE in variable timer mode. This value will follow a 
Growth Curve if VARIABLE TIMER MODE MINIMUM TIME CURVE and GROWTH DAY are 
not set to OFF. This parameter is adjustable from 0:00 to 99:59 minutes. 
 
VARIABLE TIMER MODE MAXIMUM ON TIME (Curve available) 
This parameter is used to adjust the amount of activation time of INTAKE ventilator timer when 
temperature probes selected in RECUPERATOR PROBE reaches INTAKE VENTILATOR 
END TEMPERATURE in variable timer mode.  This value will follow a Growth Curve if 
VARIABLE TIMER MODE MAXIMUM TIME CURVE and GROWTH DAY are not set to OFF. 
This parameter is adjustable from 0:00 to 99:59 minutes. 
 
VARIABLE TIMER MODE MINIMUM OFF TIME (Curve available) 
This parameter is used to set the deactivation time of the INTAKE ventilator when temperature 
probes selected in RECUPERATOR PROBE reaches INTAKE VENTILATOR START 
TEMPERATURE in variable timer mode. This value will follow a Growth Curve if VARIABLE 
TIMER MODE MINIMUM TIME CURVE and GROWTH DAY  are not set to OFF. This 
parameter is adjustable from 0:00 to 99:59 minutes. 
 
VARIABLE TIMER MODE MAXIMUM OFF TIME (Curve available) 
This parameter is used to set the deactivation time of the INTAKE ventilator when temperature 
probes selected in RECUPERATOR PROBE reaches INTAKE VENTILATOR END 
TEMPERATURE in variable timer mode. This value will follow a Growth Curve if VARIABLE 
TIMER MODE MAXIMUM TIME CURVE and GROWTH DAY are not set to OFF. This 
parameter is adjustable from 0:00 to 99:59 minutes. 
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VARIABLE TIMER MODE MINIMUM TIME CURVE 
This parameter is used to activate or deactivate the Ramping Function of INTAKE ventilator 
minimum timer when variable timer mode is used. If this option is set to ON and the GROWTH 
DAY is not set to OFF, INTAKE VENTILATOR VARIABLE TIMER MODE MINIMUM ON TIME 
and INTAKE VENTILATOR VARIABLE TIMER MODE MINIMUM OFF TIME will follow their 
Growth Curve. 
 
VARIABLE TIMER MODE MAXIMUM TIME CURVE 
This parameter is used to activate or deactivate the Ramping Function of INTAKE ventilator 
maximum timer when variable timer mode is used.  If this option is set to ON and the 
GROWTH DAY is not set to OFF, INTAKE VENTILATOR VARIABLE TIMER MODE 
MAXIMUM ON TIME and INTAKE VENTILATOR VARIABLE TIMER MODE MAXIMUM OFF 
TIME will follow their Growth Curve. 
 
RECOVERY SETTINGS – INTAKE VENTILATOR (CONTINUED …) 
INTAKE VENTILATOR MANUAL DEFROST 
This parameter is used to activate or deactivate the defrost sequence for the INTAKE 
ventilator. If this parameter is pressed when it displays Activate, the defrost sequence will 
activate. If this parameter is pressed when it displays Deactivate, the defrost sequence will 
deactivate. 
 
INTAKE VENTILATOR DEFROST OUTSIDE TEMPERATURE 
This parameter is used to adjust the outside temperature at which the defrost sequence will be 
allowed to operate. When the outside temperature remains at this set point or below for 
INTAKE VENTILATOR DEFROST OFF TIME, the defrost sequence will be active. At the start 
of the active portion of the defrost sequence, the INTAKE ventilator will deactivate for 5 
seconds. Then, the INTAKE vent polarity relay will deactivate and the INTAKE ventilator will 
activate at 100% for INTAKE VENTILATOR DEFROST ON TIME. After that, the INTAKE 
ventilator will deactivate again for 5 seconds and the INTAKE vent polarity relay will reactivate. 
The INTAKE ventilator then returns to following other demands.  
 
INTAKE VENTILATOR DEFROST ON TIME 
This parameter is used to set the time for which the INTAKE ventilator will be activated during 
the active portion of the defrost sequence. During this time, INTAKE vent polarity relay will be 
activated and the INTAKE ventilator will be activated at 100%.  
 
INTAKE VENTILATOR DEFROST OFF TIME 
This parameter is used to set wait time for the defrost sequence. If the outside temperature 
remains below the INTAKE VENTILATOR DEFROST OUTSIDE TEMPERATURE for this 
amount of time, the active portion of the defrost sequence will begin.  
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INTAKE VENTILATOR DEFROST PERIOD START  
This parameter is used to set time of day at which defrosting will be allowed. Defrost function 
will be permitted from this time on until the INTAKE VENTILATOR DEFROST PERIOD STOP 
is reached. Setting start and stop time to equal values will remove all time restrictions for 
defrosting.  
 
INTAKE VENTILATOR DEFROST PERIOD STOP  
This parameter is used to set time of day at which defrosting will no longer be allowed. Defrost 
function will be cancelled from this time on until the INTAKE VENTILATOR DEFROST 
PERIOD START is reached. Setting start and stop time to equal values will remove all time 
restrictions for defrosting. 
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RECOVERY SETTINGS – EXHAUST VENTILATOR 
 

MODE 
This parameter displays the current recuperator mode being used.  
EXHAUST VENTILATOR START TEMPERATURE 
 
This parameter is used to set the temperature at which the exhaust ventilator will be activated 
continuously to EXHAUST VENTILATOR MINIMUM SPEED. A fixed Differential of 0.3° is 
used with this logic. As the temperature of the probes selected in selected in EXHAUST 
VENTILATOR PROBES increases, the speed will increase until EXHAUST VENTILATOR 
END TEMPERATURE is reached. This parameter may be adjusted in 0.1° increments from 
MSP - 10.0° to MSP + 40.0° 
 
EXHAUST VENTILATOR END TEMPERATURE 
This parameter is used to set the temperature at which the exhaust ventilator will be activated 
at EXHAUST VENTILATOR MAXIMUM SPEED. The exhaust ventilator’s behaviour may 
change, depending on the chosen mode on the mode chosen at EXHAUST VENTILATOR 
MODE. These parameters adjusted in 0.1° increments from EXHAUST VENTILATOR START 
TEMPERATURE + 0.5° to EXHAUST VENTILATOR START TEMPERATURE + 40.0°. 
 
EXHAUST VENTILATOR STOP TEMPERATURE 
This parameter is used to set the drop temperature at which the exhaust ventilator will 
deactivate in variable speed mode. The exhaust ventilator will no longer be allowed to operate 
according to its timers when the temperature of the EXHAUST VENTILATOR PROBES is 
equal to or below this set point.  
 
EXHAUST VENTILATOR MINIMUM SPEED  
This parameter is used to adjust the minimum speed the exhaust ventilator. This speed is used 
on speed mode timer or when EXHAUST VENTILATOR PROBES is equal to EXHAUST 
VENTILATOR START TEMPERATURE. The humidity may affect the actual minimum speed.  
 
EXHAUST VENTILATOR MAXIMUM SPEED 
This parameter is used to adjust the maximum speed of the exhaust ventilator. This speed will 
be reached when the average temperature of the probes selected in EXHAUST VENTILATOR 
PROBES reaches the corresponding EXHAUST VENTILATOR END TEMPERATURE.  
 
 
EXHAUST VENTILATOR DEHUMIDIFCATION SETPOINT 
This parameter is used to set the humidity set point at which the exhaust ventilator 
dehumidification logic will be activated. When the actual humidity reaches this value, the 
exhaust ventilator’s speed will gradually be increased as humidity rises. There is a fixed 
Differential of 3RH% on this logic. Dehumidification will not force the exhaust ventilator to 
activate if it does not have a temperature demand.  
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RECOVERY SETTINGS – EXHAUST VENTILATOR (CONTINUED …) 
 
EXHAUST VENTILATOR ADD SPEED DEHUMIDIFCATION 
This parameter is used to adjust the speed increase that will be applied on the exhaust 
ventilator for the dehumidification. When the actual humidity reaches EXHAUST VENTILATOR 
DEHUMIDIFCATION SETPOINT + EXHAUST VENTILATOR DEHUMIDIFICATION 
MODULATION BAND, exhaust ventilator’s speed will be increased by this value.  
 
EXHAUST VENTILATOR DEHUMIDIFICATION MODULATION BAND 
This parameter is used to adjust the range of humidity throughout which the speed increase for 
dehumidification will go from 0% to EXHAUST VENTILATOR ADD SPEED 
DEHUMIDIFCATION. When humidity reaches EXHAUST VENTILATOR DEHUMIDIFCATION 
SETPOINT, speed increase for dehumidification will be 0%. As humidity rises, speed increase 
will modulate to reach EXHAUST VENTILATOR ADD SPEED DEHUMIDIFCATION at 
EXHAUST VENTILATOR DEHUMIDIFCATION SETPOINT + EXHAUST VENTILATOR 
DEHUMIDIFICATION MODULATION BAND. 
 
EXHAUST VENTILATOR ON TIME 
This parameter is used to set the ON time of the exhaust ventilator timer. When exhaust 
ventilator has no temperature demand, it will activate for this amount of time, then deactivate 
for SPEED MODE TIMER OFF TIME.  
 
EXHAUST VENTILATOR OFF TIME 
 
This parameter is used to set the OFF time of the exhaust ventilator timer. When exhaust 
ventilator has no temperature demand, if will activate for SPEED MODE TIMER ON TIME, 
then deactivate for this amount of time. 
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RÉGLAGES ÉVACUATION  
 
 
 
The manufacture recommands to replace the heat exchange cartridge by the 
provided deflector when running in evacuation mode. This will improve the 
ventilators efficiency 
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RINSING 
 
 

PUMP REQUESTED STATE 
This parameter displays the requested state of the pump. The pump activates 5 seconds after 
a valve activates and deactivates 5 seconds before a valve deactivates. 
 
WARNING 
 
If a pump is connected to the rinsing system, make sure to set the run time to 0 min if 
the valve switch is manually set to OFF either on the control or at the recuperator .  
 
ÉTAT DEMANDÉ VALVE 
This parameter displays the requested state of the respective valve. 
 
RUN TIME 
This parameter is used to set the run time for the respective valve. When a start time of an 
active cycle is reached, the corresponding valve will activate for the time adjusted here. Only 
one valve can be activated at once. If two or more valves receive an activation demand at the 
same time, the other valves will wait until no other valve is active before activating for their 
respective RUN TIME. 
 
START TIME CYCLE # 
These parameters are used to set the time at which a cycle will start. When the time of day 
reaches the time set here, the respective valve will have an activation demand. If no other 
valves are activated, the valve will activate immediately. If another valve is already activated, 
this valve will wait until all valves are deactivated before activating for its RUN TIME.  
 
OPTION CYCLE # 
These parameters are used to activate or deactivate a given cycle. If this option is set to OFF, 
the corresponding cycle will not be considered. If this option is set to ON, the valve will have an 
activation demand when the corresponding cycle’s START TIME CYCLE # is reached. If the 
rinsing curve is used, the state of these parameters will be determined by the number of cycles 
per day that is programmed and these values will no longer be adjustable.  
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RINSING CURVE 
 
OPTION CURVE 
 
This parameter is used to determine whether the rinsing cycles will follow a curve or not. If the 
curve is not used, the active cycles will depend on what the user set at OPTION CYCLE #. If 
the curve is used, OPTION CYCLE # will be determined by the curve and will no longer be 
adjustable. When the GROWTH DAY reaches DAY CURVE POINT #, the cycles that have a 
number equal or inferior to the corresponding CYCLES CURVE POINT # will have their option 
set to ON and cycles that have a number superior to the corresponding CYCLES CURVE 
POINT # will have their option set to OFF.  
DAY CURVE POINT # 
 
These parameters are used to determine at which day the number of active cycles will be 
equal to the corresponding CYCLES CURVE POINT #. When the GROWTH DAY reaches 
DAY CURVE POINT #, the cycles that have a number equal or inferior to the corresponding 
CYCLES CURVE POINT # will have their option set to ON and cycles that have a number 
superior to the corresponding CYCLES CURVE POINT # will have their option set to OFF. 
Before DAY CURVE POINT 1, all cycles are OFF. 
CYCLES CURVE POINT # 
 
These parameters are used to determine how many cycles per day will be active when the 
corresponding DAY CURVE POINT # is reached. When the GROWTH DAY reaches DAY 
CURVE POINT #, the cycles that have a number equal or inferior to the corresponding 
CYCLES CURVE POINT # will have their option set to ON and cycles that have a number 
superior to the corresponding CYCLES CURVE POINT # will have their option set to OFF. 
Before DAY CURVE POINT 1, all cycles are OFF. 
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DEFROST INFLUENCE 
 
DEFROST INFLUENCE SET POINTS 
These parameters are used to set the set points for the defrost influence when OUTSIDE 
TEMPERATURE DEFROST TIME INFLUENCE is set to ON. When the outside temperature 
drops to the value adjusted here, the times for the INTAKE ventilator defrost function will 
change to the times of the same column. These temperatures must be set in descending 
order.  
 
DEFROST ON TIME 
These parameters are used to set the ON times that will be used for the INTAKE ventilator 
defrost when OUTSIDE TEMPERATURE DEFROST TIME INFLUENCE is set to ON. When 
the outside temperature drops to DEFROST INFLUENCE SET POINTS (1-5), INTAKE 
VENTILATOR DEFROST ON TIME will be replaced by the associated on time adjusted here.  
 
DEFROST OFF TIME 
These parameters are used to set the OFF times that will be used for the INTAKE ventilator 
defrost when OUTSIDE TEMPERATURE DEFROST TIME INFLUENCE is set to ON. When 
the outside temperature drops to DEFROST INFLUENCE SET POINTS (1-5), INTAKE 
VENTILATOR DEFROST ON TIME will be replaced by the associated on time adjusted here.  
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OPTIONS 
 

STAGE USED FOR INTAKE VENTILATOR 
This parameter is used to select the stage that will be used for the recuperator INTAKE 
ventilation. When a ventilation stage is assigned here, it will operate normally when the 
recuperator is in Evacuation mode. However, when the recuperator is in Recuperation mode, 
the ventilation stage will be activated according to the INTAKE ventilation settings.  
 
STAGE USED FOR EXHAUST VENTILATOR 
This parameter is used to select the stage that will be used for the recuperator INTAKE 
ventilation. When a ventilation stage is assigned here, it will operate normally when the 
recuperator is in Evacuation mode. However, when the recuperator is in Recuperation mode, 
the ventilation stage will be activated according to the exhaust ventilation settings.  
 
RECUPERATOR PROBE 
This parameter is used to select the probe that is assigned to the drop. The INTAKE ventilator 
will activate according to this probe when the recuperator is in recuperation mode.  
 
RECUPERATOR PROBE CALIBRATION 
This parameter is used to adjust the recuperator probe’s value to match an external reference. 
  
EXHAUST VENTILATOR PROBES 
These parameters are used to select the probes the exhaust ventilator will use to determine 
activation and deactivation according to temperature demand. To If there are no probes 
selected, the temperature used will be equal to the actual MAIN SETPOINT. 
 
LOW ALARM SETPOINT 
This parameter is used to set the low temperature alarm threshold for the recuperator. If the 
RECUPERATOR PROBE is below this value, an alarm will activate.  
 
HIGH ALARM SETPOINT 
This parameter is used to set the high temperature alarm threshold for the recuperator. If the 
RECUPERATOR PROBE is below this value, an alarm will activate.  
 
OUTSIDE TEMPERATURE DEFROST TIME INFLUENCE 
This parameter is used to determine if the outside temperature can influence the defrost time 
of the INTAKE ventilator.  If this option is set to ON, the defrost times can be replaced by the 
values of the Defrost Influence group. 
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OPTIONS (CONTINUED…) 
RECUPERATOR SETPOINT CURVE 
INTAKE VENTILATOR MINIMUM SPEED CURVE 
INTAKE VENTILATOR MAXIMUM SPEED CURVE 
INTAKE VENTILATOR VARIABLE TIMER MINIMUM SPEED CURVE 
INTAKE VENTILATOR VARIABLE TIMER MAXIMUM SPEED CURVE 
EXHAUST VENTILATOR MINIMUM SPEED CURVE 
 
INTAKE VENTILATOR MINIMUM SPEED CURVE 
These parameters are used to activate or deactivate the respective Ramping Function. If this 
option is set to ON and the GROWTH DAY is not set to OFF, the corresponding parameter will 
change according to its Growth Curve programmed in its curve. 
 
EXHAUST VENTILATOR FULL START 
These parameters are used to determine if the exhaust ventilator will perform a full start upon 
activation. If this option is set to ON the exhaust ventilator output will be activated at full speed 
for the first few seconds following an activation demand. 
 
INTAKE VENTILATOR FULL START 
These parameters are used to determine if the INTAKE ventilator will perform a full start upon 
activation. If this option is set to ON the INTAKE ventilator output will be activated at full speed 
for the first few seconds following an activation demand. 
 
 

Fan motor curves in Genius Itouch 
 

TYPE DE MOTEUR 
CURVE MAKE MODEL TENSION DIMENSIONS 

7 Multifan 2E35 230 V. 14” 
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Settings 

 

 
 

 
 
 

These settings are shown as examples only. Although they are used in the 
majority of the recuperators, it is possible that different adjustments are 
necessary to the good operation of the recuperator according to your 
needs or the climate. Contact your distributor for further advice and 
recommendations. 
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Example Recovery settings, Exhaust Ventilator 
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Example Recovery settings, INTAKE ventilator 
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Example Evacuation settings 
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 Rinsing example 
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Curves example 
 
Recuperator Set point  
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Limited warranty 
 
 
 

The assembled product and individual components are subject to rigorous inspection and 

verification to ensure maximum product reliability and quality. However, the possibility of 

breakage and / or malfunction may exist. Contact your supplier for service. The warranty is for 

a period of three years from the date of sale. Proof of purchase is required to validate the 

warranty. 

 

In any case, the warranty applies only to manufacturing defects and specifically excludes any 

damage caused by overload, short circuit, misuse, vandalism, unforeseen event, deluge, fire, 

hail or natural disaster. Any modification and repair not authorized by the manufacturer on this 

product automatically void the warranty and relieves the manufacturer of any liability. 

 

The manufacturer assumes only the aforementioned obligations, excluding any other 

warranties or obligations. This warranty states that in all cases the manufacturer will be 

responsible only for the replacement of defective parts and will not be liable for any personal 

injury, damage, loss of profit, stoppage of operations, fines for contravention of the law or 

damage to the production of BUYER. The BUYER takes over the defense and holds the 

innocent manufacturer in any of the legal or extralegal procedures or request of the customer 

or by a third party and in respect of any legal or extralegal expenses and fees occasioned by 

such damage. 

 

 

 

 


